Captive Genders Trans Embodiment Prison
book review: captive genders: trans embodiment and the ... - captive genders: trans embodiment and
the prison industrial complex, edited by eric a. stanley & nat smith, oakland, ca: ak press, 2011. 300 pp.,
$21.95. i. introduction. captive genders: trans embodiment and the prison industrial complex . is the first
anthology to entirely focus on the intersection of prison abolition and queer/trans* liberation. i i - dean spade
- captive genders big problems 11 0fficial" solutions transformative approaches queer and trans eliminate bans
on join with war resisters, radical vet-members of the participation of gays erans, and young_ people to oppose
military experience and lesbians in us military intervention, occupation, and captive genders: trans
embodiment and the prison ... - transpeople often remain overlooked due to their criminal status and race.
in captive genders: trans embodiment and the prison industrial complex, editors eric a. stanley and nat smith
successfully demonstrate that, even though transpeople were the initiators of the stonewall download
circulating being from embodiment to ... - introduction. captive genders: trans embodiment and the
prison industrial complex . is the first anthology to entirely focus on the intersection of prison abolition and
queer/trans* liberation. surveillance, data and embodiment - researchgate surveillance and embodiment
surveillance, data and embodiment: on the work of being carceral feminisms and transformative
alternatives ... - captive genders: trans embodiment and the prison industrial complex. ed. eric a stanley and
nat smith. oakland, ca: ak press, 2011. 349-54. extra reading: incite! women of color against violence & critical
resistance. “the critical resistance incite! statement on gender violence and the prison industrial complex.”
book review 288 - sitesrtland - review of captive genders: trans embodiment and the prison industrial
complex (expanded second edition), eric a. stanley and nat smith, edinburgh, oakland, & baltimore: ak press,
2015 jess white independent scholar captive genders is a wide-ranging anthology that captures ethnographic
studies, personal essays, and calls-to-action. eric a. stanley and nat smith (eds) captive genders: trans
... - “[p]rison abolition must be one of the centers of trans and queer liberation struggles” (stanley and smith
2011: 3). these words, from the introduction to captive genders: trans embodiment and the prison industrial
complex, are indicative of a growing movement to place a critique of icopa18 abolition reading group
draft - 1 icopa-18 abolition reading group welcome to the icopa-18 abolition reading group. we will meet once
a month, from february to may to discuss various readings on the theme of prison abolition. imprisonment
and justice january term 2012 - imprisonment and justice january term 2012 seattle university school of
law prof. dean spade jan 7-10, 12pm-3pm, room 328 the u.s. legal system has increasingly relied on
imprisonment as an outcome of its
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